In order for lungers to qualify for The Indon Award, candidates must meet the below outlined criteria.

- The Indon Award is awarded annually at the Annual General Meeting and/or the Awards Banquet hosted by the Alberta Equestrian Vaulting Association.

- Only Lungers residing in Alberta, holding current AEF and AEVA memberships will be eligible.

- The winner of the award will be selected by Judge A (head judge) at the AEVA Provincial Championships held annually.

- The judge will select the winner based on the following criteria, as shown in the competition arena:
  - The lunger/trainer demonstrates professionalism in the competition arena.
  - The lunger/trainer demonstrates correct lunging, is organized and neat.
  - The lunger/trainer has an exceptional presence and presentation, with a good general impression in the competition arena.
  - The lunger/trainer demonstrates excellent horsemanship.
  - The horse score is not taken into consideration as part of the criteria for the award.